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Abstract—This paper embeds a “phase-reset” scheme into a
bang-bang clock and data recovery (CDR) to periodically realign
the clock phase to the data rising edge using a gated-VCO. This
reduces both the CDR lock time and bit errors during pull-in,
while increasing the CDR capture range. The CDR is fabricated
in 65-nm CMOS, operates at 8–11 Gb/s, and demonstrates a 9
increase in capture range. The CDR consumes 84 mW during
lock, and 48 mW in steady state.

Index Terms—Burst-Mode CDR, Clock and data recovery,
Cycle-slipping, Gated VCO.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE demand for bandwidth in internet applications is in-
creasing in both consumer and back-end communication

links. Supporting this demand is often accomplished by the use
of multiple channels, and faster individual lanes. However, this
has resulted in a rise in power consumption. To curb this in-
crease in power consumption, techniques using a lower supply
or current recycling [1] have been used. In situations where
much of the traffic is idle, techniques utilizing quick power-
down and start-up can be utilized to save power. This method is
well suited for server applications where the data traffic is below
100% in more than 85% of the time [2]. Targeting these applica-
tions, we propose a technique to improve the lock time of clock
and data recovery (CDR) circuits to facilitate quick power up.
CDR circuits are typically built using phase tracking architec-

tures [3], [4] as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). These CDRs, which are
typically deployed in applications with continuous data traffic,
offer high frequency jitter rejection, and good high frequency
jitter tolerance. However, they are not easily adaptable to ap-
plications requiring quick lock performance (such as Passive
Optical Networks, PON) due to cycle-slipping, where the clock
phase drifts relative to the data boundary resulting in a peri-
odic phase error. The bit error rate of phase tracking CDRs be-
fore lock is also high. On the other hand, burst-mode CDRs
(BM-CDRs), shown in Fig. 1(b), [5], [6], can quickly lock to
data and are largely used in applications where data is not sent
continuously [7], [8]. Additionally, BM-CDRs can be powered
down during periods of idle, which are often present in many
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Fig. 1. (a) Conventional phase tracking CDR. (b) Burst-mode CDR.

signaling applications. However, unlike phase tracking CDRs,
BM-CDRs offer poor high-frequency jitter rejection and have
reduced high frequency jitter tolerance due to their activity on
every data edge. Also, they are sensitive to frequency offset be-
tween receiver and transmitter clocks [9], requiring a reference
clock to be used for frequency locking.
This paper proposes a scheme in which a gated voltage-con-

trolled oscillator (GVCO) is inserted into a traditional CDR
loop to break up cycle-slipping by periodically resetting the
phase of the recovered clock. This allows the CDR to quickly
settle to the correct control voltage and allows for the correct
recovery of bits during pull-in. After the CDR control voltage
has settled, the GVCO is no longer reset and the system oper-
ates as a conventional CDR. By combining the phase tracking
and burst-mode topologies, this work achieves the quick lock
time of a BM-CDR and maintains the steady-state jitter perfor-
mance of a phase tracking CDR. The proposed architecture is
both single loop and referenceless.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

reviews the underlying issues of the traditional phase tracking
CDR and Gated-VCO topologies. Section III presents the pro-
posed work and Section IV describes the circuit implementation
of the concept. Section V includes simulation and measurement
results of this work and Section VI and VII discuss limitations
of this work and conclude the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we review three basic types of CDRs, namely
conventional CDR, conventional CDR with frequency detector,
and burst-mode CDR.

A. Conventional CDR

A conventional CDR, shown in Fig. 1(a), is composed of a
phase detector (PD), charge-pump (CP), loop filter (LF), and
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Fig. 2. CDR locking characteristic.

voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO). The phase detector com-
pares the phase of the clock to that of data and thorough the
CP, provides a control signal to the loop filter. Since the phase
detector is mainly designed to deal with phase offset, its effi-
ciency is limited in the presence of frequency offset. In this case,
and during a process which is referred to as “pull-in,” the CDR
adjusts the control voltage of its VCO so as to bring the VCO
frequency close to the data frequency. However, as the CDR
control voltage moves toward the direction of reducing the fre-
quency offset, it may momentarily move toward increasing the
frequency offset. This process, which is caused by the periodic
output of the phase detector, is referred to as cycle-slipping [10].
Shown in Fig. 2 is a behavioral locking characteristic ob-

tained by a Simulink simulation of a phase tracking CDR
with binary phase detector. Cycle-slipping is illustrated by the
change in the control voltage, , which travels repeatedly
in the “wrong direction” before settling to its correct value. At
lock, the loop transitions from a slow waxing and waning of
charge-pump current to a high frequency burst of alternating
current which keeps the average of the CP current (proportional
to control voltage) almost constant. The CDR does not produce
bit errors after lock. Cycle-slipping impacts the system in two
different ways. It delays the time it takes for the control voltage
to settle which we refer to as “frequency lock time” and delays
the time it takes for bit-errors to stop occurring, which we refer
to as “bit-lock time.” While in a phase tracking CDR these two
parameters are coupled, we will show in this paper that the
proposed scheme allows for correct phase alignment (bit-lock)
even though frequency-lock has not yet been achieved.
An important practical limitation of CDRs with only a phase

detector is their limited tolerance to frequency offset caused by
cycle-slipping [10]. To extend the CDR’s tolerance to frequency
offset, a frequency detector is often incorporated into the CDR
loop.

B. Conventional CDR With Frequency Detector

A CDR’s lock range is typically on the order of its loop band-
width [10], [11]. To expand the CDR’s tolerance to frequency
offset, an auxiliary circuit known as a frequency detector (FD)
is added to the CDR loop [10], [11] as shown in Fig. 3. The FD
compares the frequency of the local clock to that of data and
provides a control signal to the loop filter. During lock, both

Fig. 3. CDR with frequency detector, rotational FD [12].

Fig. 4. (a) Block Diagram of BM-CDR with GVCO. (b) Operation waveform.

frequency acquisition and phase detection loops are active and
the frequency detector is designed to “overpower” the phase
detector. After frequency lock, the FD stops producing control
signals and the PD takes over and eliminates any residual fre-
quency and phase offset.
Rotational frequency detectors [12], [13] compare the move-

ment of two quadrature clocks relative to data. The frequency
detector in Fig. 3 [12] operates by sampling two quadrature
phases of the local clock, and , and looking at
their rotation.

C. Burst-Mode CDR

Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of a BM-CDR which consists
of a PLL for frequency locking and a CDR for phase locking,
along with its timing diagram. The PLL in Fig. 4(a) sets the fre-
quency of the receiver clock . The CDR consists of
a GVCO, edge generator, and flip-flop. The edge generator pro-
duces a at each data edge which starts and stops oscil-
lation [6]. The delay of the EDGE GEN block can be anywhere
from 0UI-1UI, however it is typically designed to be 1/2UI for
maximum timingmargin. In this case, when oscillation resumes,
a rising edge is generated at the center of the data eye to cor-
rectly sample the data [see Fig. 4(b)]. However, any mismatch
between the two GVCOs results in a static frequency offset be-
tween the local clock and data, which limits the CDR’s tolerance
to continuous identical digits (CID) [8].
In this paper, we propose embedding a GVCO into a con-

ventional CDR loop to reduce cycle-slipping and reduce errors
during lock. Reducing cycle-slipping significantly improves the
capture range, which eliminates the need for a frequency de-
tector.
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Fig. 5. “Phase reset” scheme. (a) Block diagram of the implementation. (b)
Phase error with and without “phase reset.” (c) VCO control voltage without
“phase reset.” (d) VCO control voltage with “phase reset.” (e) Errors during
lock without “phase reset.” (f) Errors during lock with “phase reset.”

III. PROPOSED CDR ARCHITECTURE

A. Proposed Concept

As mentioned before, a conventional CDR has no frequency
offset after lock, but has a limited locking range and a large lock
time. In contrast, a BM-CDR has a small lock time, but its per-
formance is deteriorated in the presence of frequency offset, ne-
cessitating the use of a reference clock. The proposed concept
is illustrated Fig. 5(a), where by combining these two architec-
tures, namely by periodically aligning the phase of the recovered
clock with data edge in a conventional CDR loop, we manage to
reduce the effect of cycle-slipping. The advantages of the pro-
posed CDR are the following: The VCO control voltage set-
tles faster to the correct value, the CDR has a wider locking
range, and bit errors due to cycle-slipping are significantly re-
duced. The proposed architecture is different from the BM-CDR
architecture of Fig. 4 in three ways, 1. The proposed architec-
ture has one loop for both phase and frequency locking while
the BM-CDR has two loops, one for frequency (the PLL loop),
and one for phase (the CDR loop), 2. The proposed architecture
is reference-less while the BM-CDR needs a reference clock
3. The proposed architecture is not sensitive to mismatch as it
only uses one GVCO, while the conventional BM-CDR uses
two GVCOs, making it sensitive to mismatch.
Shown in Fig. 5(b) is the phase error as a function of time for a

CDRwithout “phase reset” and for one with reset. In the former,
the phase error changes sign every time it grows to , causing
a cycle-slip. In the latter, we reset the phase of the clock prior
to the phase error reaching , hence avoiding the sign reversal
and cycle-slip. In other words, in the CDR with “phase resets,”

the phase detector produces an output with a nonzero average,
and is biased toward the direction of reducing frequency offset.
Fig. 5(c) and (d) show the control voltage as a function of

time for the CDR with and without “phase reset.” Cycle-slip-
ping in the former delays the settling time of control voltage,

, which increases frequency lock time, whereas the latter
reduces frequency-lock time. Another important consequence
of avoiding cycle-slips is the reduction in the number of errors
produced in the CDR with “phase reset.” This is illustrated in
Fig. 5(e) and (f).
The system uses an Alexander Bang-Bang PD [14] to exploit

its full-scale digital output (which is independent of the magni-
tude of the phase error) toward reducing the frequency offset.
This would be in contrast with a linear PD whose output is not
at full scale, but is proportional to magnitude of the phase error.
The proposed scheme as presented in Fig. 5(a) requires the

edge generator and the NAND gate to respond with zero delay
to a data edge in order for the recovered clock to produce an
edge in the middle of the data eye. However, in the actual im-
plementation, this delay is nonzero, and hence we must devise
a scheme to compensate for this delay. We explain this scheme
in Section IV-A.

B. Lock Time of Binary CDR With and Without “Phase Reset”

This section presents an analytical formula for the lock time
of an analog CDR with a first-order RC loop filter (a resistance
of and a capacitance of ) with and without “phase reset”
(the detailed derivation is relegated toAppendix A). The charge-
pump current is and the VCO gain is . The input to
the CDR is a clock pattern. For the conventional case the lock
time is found to be (refer to Appendix A)

(1)

where is the period of data, is the initial frequency offset,
, and is

(2)

The lock time for the CDR with “phase reset” is

(3)

Fig. 6 plots the lock time of the above CDRs versus frequency
offset and compares the results of analytical (1) and (3) with
behavioral simulations. Since the results are symmetrical, only
the part with positive frequency offsets is shown. At 10% fre-
quency offset, a 4 reduction in lock time is achieved when
“phase reset” is used.
For a CDR with a second-order loop filter and PRBS7 input

pattern, the analysis become complex and we thus resort to sim-
ulation results only. Fig. 7 compares the behavioral lock time
of a CDR without resets with that of a CDR with resets every
four and eight data edges. The model uses a CDR with a tuning
range from 9 GHz to 11 GHz centered at 10 GHz and a PRBS7
data input. A lock time of infinity is assumed in this figure when
the CDR does not lock. Without “phase resets,” the CDR has a
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Fig. 6. Analytical and behavioral simulations of CDR lock time with clock
pattern and a first-order loop filter. For both systems, A,

and pf.

Fig. 7. Behavioral simulations of CDR lock time.

locking range of approximately 9.8 GHz to 10.167 GHz ( 2%
to 1.67% of the center frequency). With “phase resets” every
eight data edges, the CDR lock range is increased to 9.5 GHz to
10.667 GHz ( 5% to 6.67%) and resetting every 4 increases it
further to a range of 9.417 GHz to 11 GHz ( 5.83% to 10%). At
2% frequency offset, the lock time of the CDR with no “phase

reset” is 550 ns, while this number is decreased to about 250 ns
and 100 ns if we reset the CDR every eight and four data edges,
respectively. As expected, the CDR lock time is decreased and
the CDR capture range is increased by resetting phase more
often.

IV. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION

A. Detailed Implementation

The detailed implementation of the proposed concept is
shown in Fig. 8; highlighted blocks are powered down during
different phases of operation. Prior to lock, pulses are generated
by the edge detector block. These pulses reset the GVCO phase
to align the recovered clock to data. After a reset, the phase
detector guides the CDR in the direction of reducing frequency
offset.
The proposed scheme as presented in Fig. 5(a) requires the

edge generator and the NAND gate to respond immediately to a
data edge in order for the recovered clock to produce an edge in
the middle of the data eye. However, in the actual implementa-
tion, this delay is nonzero, and hence we must device a scheme
to compensate for this delay. Assume the time it takes to reset
the GVCO is, . Additionally, assume the latency of
clock buffers between the GVCO and phase detector also takes,

. Therefore, we must compensate for a total delay
of (equal to ) in order for the
recovered clock to be aligned to data after a reset. To this end,
we propose adding a delay block, in the data path. This
delays the data until arrives at the phase detector
following a “phase reset.” To calibrate the delay line, a delay

Fig. 8. Detailed implementation of the system with “phase reset.”

Fig. 9. Equivalent system during calibration phase.

control loop is incorporated into the system. During calibration
( , , ), “phase resets” are not
performed (see Fig. 9 for equivalent system during calibration).
In this mode, the CDR loop is opened and a divided-by-8 ver-
sion of the GVCO’s output is used as a “mock data source.”
The delay of the block is then compared to the delay of the
reset operation. This is achieved through bypassing the GVCO
as the recovered clock and using the “mock source” to exercise
the edge-detector and GVCO’s gating logic delays. Since the
GVCO is set to free-run and acts as a “data source,” the delays
of the edge-detector and GVCO gating logic are accounted for
through the use of replica blocks. The phase of the two paths is
compared by using the “edge” sample of the phase de-
tector. The PD’s edge sample is used as the or control
of a saturating counter to adjust the delay-line.
Fig. 10 shows the equivalent system after calibration is com-

plete (during pull-in). The divider, replica blocks, and counter
are all powered down and the “phase reset” mode is enabled
( , , ).
Once the CDR achieves lock, it is switched to “normal opera-

tion” ( , , ) and the edge detector
is powered down. In this mode, “phase resets” are not performed
and all highlighted blocks in Fig. 8 are powered down, and the
control loop is identical to that of a conventional CDR. To char-
acterize the GVCO’s frequency and initialize the CDR to a fixed
data rate for capture range measurements, the loop filter switch,

, is used.
To compensate for frequency offsets below 10%, the GVCO

is reset every four or eight data rising edges.
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Fig. 10. Equivalent system during pull-in phase.

Fig. 11. Saturating counter in delay calibration circuit.

B. Delay Calibration Control Circuit

The delay calibration controller consists of a saturating
counter as shown in Fig. 11. This controller compares the phase
of the block and the phase of the reset path by reusing
the edge flip-flop of the Alexander phase detector. When

is “high” or “low,” the delay of the block,
a 4-bit Digitally Controlled Delay Line (DCDL) is increased
or decreased respectively. When signal toggles,
calibration is completed. The DCDL’s code (D[3:0]) is capable
of being set externally by [3:0].
Any residual error that may remain between and

(delay of a reset operation) causes an induced frequency offset,
which we explain here. Consider the case of a conventional
CDR when locked. The CDR has an equal number of early and
late events, and on average maintains a constant control voltage.
Adding “phase resets” periodically injects a skew between clock
and data, making the number of early and late events unbal-
anced. To compensate, the CDR changes its frequency such that
in the presence of a constantly injected skew the number of early
and late events is on average equal. This new locked condition
occurs because of an induced frequency offset. This is an un-
wanted effect because it is desired to disable resetting after both
frequency and phase are locked. To mitigate the induced fre-
quency offset, delay line resolution can be increased or reset-
ting phase may be performed less frequently. In this work, we
reset phase less frequently by using a divider in the edge gen-
erator. By updating phase every th data edge, the timing skew
injected into the loop is averaged over the longer reset period.
Fig. 12 shows the RC-extracted simulation results of

delay calibration control loop. After the reset is released, the
oscillates between 3 and 6. The calibration block

picks the code at the falling edge of the signal.
Each DLL code corresponds to a delay change of 2–4 ps.

C. Delay Line

The delay-line needs to compensate for roughly 300 ps of
delay, and must also have little intersymbol interference (ISI).

Fig. 12. Simulation (RC-extracted) results of delay calibration control loop.

Fig. 13. Delay-line implementation.

One option is to use several CML stages and multiplex between
them [5] but this burns a significant amount of power. Phase-
mixing delay cells [15], [16] commonly used for clocks were
found to introduce a significant amount of jitter for the large
delay required. The same result was found for current-starved
CMOS inverter delay chains as used in [17]. The solution we use
(Fig. 13) relies on CMOS inverters to buffer the signal with low
ISI, and provide the bulk of the required delay with low power
consumption. The remaining delay was done with an adjustable
4-bit CML delay line. Postlayout simulations showed that the
block produced little duty-cycle distortion (DCD), as a result
DCD correction was not implemented.

D. Divider

To explore the relationship between capture range and the fre-
quency of “phase resets,” a programmable divider chain was
included (Fig. 14). The divider was built using a synchronous
counter using CML gates. For layout simplicity, a divider chain
with more outputs was avoided to keep the number of inputs
to each gate to two. One important consideration of the divider
chain is that the outputs should have similar delays to limit the
required tuning range of the delay line. At the circuit level, the
divided outputs have similar delays due to all clocks being gen-
erated by a synchronous counter. During postlayout verification,
delays were kept close by routing each output to be roughly ca-
pacitance matched.
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Fig. 14. Divider implementation with synchronous counter.

Fig. 15. Gated-VCO implementation.

Fig. 16. Programmable charge-pump and loop filter.

E. Gated-VCO

Fig. 15 shows the schematic diagram for the Gated-VCO.
The gating block is built using a 2-to-1 multiplexer which either
passes the input from the VCO delay cells to the output, starting
oscillation, or passes “0” to the output, stopping oscillation. The
GVCO delay cell is based on a differential pair with a cross-cou-
pled stage. The delay of each stage is controlled by ,
which adjusts the trans-conductance of the negative- stage,
varying its delay. is used differentially to maintain a
constant common-mode at the VCO output.

F. Programmable Charge-Pump and Loop Filter

Fig. 16 shows the CDR charge-pump and loop filter. The cir-
cuit allows for the VCO control voltage, , to be driven
externally by to initialize the CDR to a desired data rate.
This allows the GVCO tuning range to be measured without the
need for a replica GVCO break-out circuit. The loop filter resis-
tance can also be varied by 10% to shift CDR loop bandwidth
if required, and the loop filter current can be digitally controlled
by .

Fig. 17. Simulated (RC-extracted) locking characteristics.

V. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS

A. Simulated Locking Characteristics

Fig. 17 shows simulated (RC-extracted) locking characteris-
tics of the CDR without resets, and with resets performed every
four data rising edges for a 10 Gb/s PRBS7 data pattern. During
lock, the charge-pump current is increased to eight times its
nominal value. In the presence of a 0.7% frequency offset, the
CDR without resets cycle-slips while the CDR with resets does
not. Unlike the CDR without reset, the proposed scheme pro-
duces no errors even though the CDR has not settled to its final
value. This is because the proposed CDR is kept at the correct
sampling position due to the “phase reset” operations. At a fre-
quency offset of 4%, the CDRwithout “phase reset” is unable to
lock (error count increases without bound) while the proposed
scheme achieves lock with no error.

B. Measurement Results

Fig. 18 shows the measurement setup and die photograph of
this work. The circuit was fabricated in Fujitsu’s 65-nm CMOS
process, using a 1.2 V supply. The CDR circuits occupy an area
of m and the loop filter occupies m . A
signal generator is used as the clock source for the BERT’s pat-
tern generator. The CDR recovers the data from the BERT, and
outputs the retimed data and clock. The retimed data is viewed
on an oscilloscope, and the recovered clock’s frequency is veri-
fied using a spectrum analyzer. The delay-line calibration codes
and bit-error counter value for the on-chip BERT are available
on the bus which is monitored using a logic ana-
lyzer. Programming of internal registers was performed using
an FPGA. DC power supplies were used for supply power rails
and bias currents.
To characterize the GVCO frequency within the CDR, the

CDR loop is opened and the GVCO control voltage is provided
off-chip ( , Fig. 16). Measured results for the GVCO
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Fig. 18. Test setup and die photograph.

Fig. 19. Measured GVCO tuning range.

tuning range are shown in Fig. 19. The measured tuning range
of the oscillator is from 7.8 to 11.2 GHz.
Fig. 20 shows the CDR’s measured capture range with and

without resets for a 10 Gb/s PRBS7 data pattern. Since the lock-
range of a CDR is typically boosted by increasing its charge-
pump current, the CDR capture range was measured for

A , 4 and 8 the nominal current of the charge-pump.
For a given mode, increasing current from 4 and 8 did not
significantly improve capture range since the charge-pump cur-
rent is already at a high value. The proposed solution improves
capture range by up to five times when resets are performed
every eight rising edges and up to nine times when resets are
performed every 4 rising edges. The measured CDR jitter tol-
erance (normal mode, “phase reset” disabled) with a 10 Gb/s

Fig. 20. Measured capture range.

Fig. 21. Measured jitter tolerance.

PRBS7 pattern at a BER of is shown in Fig. 21. At high
frequencies, the CDR’s jitter tolerance is .
Shown in Fig. 22 are the total errors accumulated during the

lock process. Due to measurement limitations, the total number
of errors after pull-in were recorded instead of bit errors vs.
time. This measurement was performed using an on-chip BERT
with an 8-bit error counter. The VCO frequency is initialized
to a control voltage corresponding to 8.4 GHz (8.4 Gb/s) via

(see Fig. 16) and the incoming data (PRBS7) is set
to various frequency offsets as shown. The CDR’s loop-filter
enable signal, , and are acti-
vated at the same time and the error count is observed. With a
frequency offset of 0.5% both with and without reset have no
errors with a charge-pump current of eight times the nominal.
The CDR without “phase reset” has errors at the lower charge-
pump currents, and “phase resetting” eliminates these errors at
all charge-pump currents. At a frequency offset of 0.75%, the
“no reset” only locks when the charge-pump current is increased
to 4 or 8 . Even for the increased CP current, the error count
is larger than 255. On the other hand, “reset every 8” locks even
with the 1 CP current. The “reset every 4” shows the best per-
formance as it locks without any errors at all. With a 4% fre-
quency offset, “no reset” does not achieve lock, reset every eight
locks after saturating the error counter, and reset every four pro-
duces as few as 25 errors with a charge-pump current of 8 the
nominal case. The reduction in bit errors during pull-in indi-
rectly demonstrates that the CDR lock time has decreased. Al-
though a bit-lock time measurement could not be performed,
the simulation results in Fig. 17 demonstrated an improvement
in lock time by over 50 ns for a 0.7% frequency offset.
The half-rate recovered data eye for PRBS7 is shown in

Fig. 23. As expected, the eye is fully open after lock. The jitter
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Fig. 22. Measured errors during lock at frequency offsets of (a) 0.5% and
0.75% and (b) 4%.

Fig. 23. Measured half-rate recovered data eye.

Fig. 24. Measured spectrum of .

histogram of after lock is shown in Fig. 24. The
total peak to peak jitter on is 33.12 ps, verifying
that the clock is clean after lock.
The CDR operates from a 1.2 V supply and at 8 the nominal

CP current, consumes 84 mW, 72 mW, and 48 mW, during
calibration, during “phase reset” being on, and during normal
operation, respectively. When the delay line is powered

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF CDR RESULTS

down ( , Fig. 8), the CDR power without any
added enhancement of reset is 35 mW.
Finally, Table I summarizes the results and compares this

work against previous work. PT in this table denotes phase
tracking.

VI. DISCUSSION

The proposed architecture in this paper assumes a front-end
equalizer that provides some equalization in order to clean the
ISI-induced jitter in the data and boosts its transitions. Not
having an equalizer in the front-end may result in increased
BER. Since the system uses the data rising edge to perform
a “phase reset,” ISI may lead to different delays through the
reset path and delay line. This delay mismatch introduces a
timing skew, which as discussed earlier, induces a freq. offset,
and causes cycle-slipping and bit errors when “phase reset” is
turned off. This effect can be mitigated by resetting phase less
frequently, but this may add more latency to the reset path and
necessitates a large delay line. Other FD circuits such as those
in [12] and [22] also use the rising edge of data to sample the
clock, and hence suffer similarly from sensitivity to ISI.
It is worth mentioning that prior to lock, the random jitter of

data is transferred to the recovered clock. However, this does
not prevent CDR from locking as it is evident from our mea-
surement results which includes a 0.1UIpp of random jitter. In
addition, this jitter transfer only occurs prior to lock as we turn
off the “phase reset” operation after lock.
In this work, “phase reset” is disabled a fixed time after the

CDR is enabled. The time to disable resets can be determined
by simulating the CDR loop and choosing a time which is larger
than the expected settling time. However, this may result in
“phase resets” being performed for longer than required, which
increases the overall power consumption of the CDR. By incor-
porating a lock detector into the CDR, the time to disable resets
can be determined as the CDR is running.

VII. CONCLUSION

The work presented in this paper places a GVCO within a
phase tracking CDR to speed up the bit-lock time and to reduce
cycle-slipping. Resetting of the oscillator can be halted after
lock to operate the CDR as a conventional CDR. A test-chip
was fabricated in Fujitsu’s 65-nm process and operates at 8–11
Gb/s. An improvement in CDR capture range of up to 9 was
demonstrated. A reduction in the number of errors during the
lock process was also shown. The inclusion of “phase resetting”
blocks did not hinder the “standalone” CDR performance, and
the CDR achieved a BER of better than at 10 Gb/s.
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Fig. 25. Loop filter response in presence of an , command.

APPENDIX A

To characterize the CDR lock time and capture range [21],
assume that a first-order RC loop filter is used in the CDR, and
assume that the input is a clock pattern. Assume that the PD
outputs an signal (at ) followed by a signal. Both
signals have a width of , which is the clock period. This is
shown in Fig. 25.
During the pulse, the VCO frequency can be expressed

as

(4)

where is the charge-pump current, is the VCO gain,
is the voltage across just before the pulse, and and
are the values of the loop filter resistance and capacitance,

respectively.
Phase error is defined as

(5)

Therefore, the phase error at the end of the pulse can be
found by integrating (5)

(6)

The above equation can be simplified to

(7)

where . Repeating the above steps as-
suming a pulse arrives first, and generalizing the results
yields

(8)

The above result can be used to gain insight into CDR design.
The first term shows how the phase error is affected by the loop,
while the second term shows how it is affected by the existing
frequency offset. Let us now define and as

(9)

and affect CDR locking in the following
manner:

(10)

The change in the frequency error in Fig. 25 during an
or a pulse can be written as

(11)

In order to find the lock time, the reduction of the frequency
error over each period of cycle-slipping should be found. This
was found in [21] and it was shown that for a conventional bang-
bang CDR

(12)

where is the time that it take for the frequency error
to change from to .
For the proposed “phase reset” scheme, the situation is

simpler, as theoretically, our proposed scheme eliminates
cycle-slipping altogether. The CDR moves monotonically
toward the locked position (this claim is verified in Fig. 17).
Since is now independent of time, (11) simplifies
to

(13)

can easily be found to be

(14)
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